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The Story of My Life Week 1                                                                                                                        
from “Turning Points” 

Before You Read 

Glossary of Terms 
Refer to these explanations of difficult or new words and definitions to help you understand the 
introduction and the story. 

WORD OR IDIOM   DEFINITION 

inspiration to influence or encourage people to do something 

handicap physical disability 

renowned famous 

social activist one who works for an issue to help society 

groped moved forward carefully 

reveal to make something known 

institution a place or organization founded for a specific need, such as a hospital 

confounding confusing 

sentiment a feeling or an emotion 

 

Connect to the Text Activity 

Learn about the life of Helen Keller before reading the text.  At Biography.com, you can read all 
about her.  If you prefer, there are two short videos about Helen Keller's life and her 
accomplishments embedded in the article. See: http://tinyurl.com/oobslyy.	
  

Complete the following sentence frames after doing your research. 

1 Helen had a difficult childhood because 

 

 

2 Annie Sullivan changed Helen’s life by 
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3 Helen kept learning and went _____________________________________________.  College was 

 

 

4 Helen became a champion of the blind and she 

 

 

5 Helen left a legacy of 

 

 

 

First Read 

Annotations 

Read “The Story of My Life” (online or in the workbook).  As you read, annotate the story.  Use 
the annotation tool (online) or a highlighter and pen/pencil in the printed text.  The following 
Annotation Guidelines will help you annotate the excerpt from Helen Keller’s autobiography.  

r Highlight at least two sentences or passages that you have questions about. Enter your 
questions as annotations. 

r Highlight at least one passage that connects with something you already know about Helen 
Keller, teaching, or learning new things and use the annotation tool to explain the connection. 

r Highlight the key characters in the excerpt and use the annotation tool to provide a brief 
description of what you know about them. Describe how Helen changes in the excerpt.  

r Highlight the key events and details in the passage and make annotations that explain the 
sequential order in which they occur. For example, "The morning after my teacher came she led 
me into her room and gave me a doll." Annotation: This is a key event because Helen will learn 
the word for doll. It is the beginning of her learning words. 

r Highlight vocabulary words and explain what you think the words mean based on how they are 
used in the text. 

r Highlight any additional unfamiliar vocabulary. Use the annotation tool to make predictions 
about the meaning of these unfamiliar terms. 

r Highlight two examples that show how Helen reacts to her situation. Use the annotation tool to 
explain your reaction to what Helen is going through in these moments. 
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Think Questions  

Write answers to Think Questions 1-5 (preferably in the online assignment, or on paper if 
directed).  

 

How to Write Exemplary Responses 

Below is a model response to Question 5.  Copy the answer in the space provided online 
or on your paper. Note the qualities of a complete and well-written response as you 
type/write it.  Then try to model your other responses after this on in terms of quality 
and completeness. 

Question 5: The Latin root in- + statuere means “to set up.” Use this information and context in 
the passage to determine the meaning of institution. Write your definition of institution here 
and tell how you got it. 

Sample Answer:  The Latin roots making up this word suggest that an 
“institution” is “something that has been set up.” Sullivan has brought 
Keller a doll from the Perkins Institution, made by blind children who live 
there or go to school there. In this context, then, “institution” refers to a 
school or a residential building, or both. Combining the context clues with 
the Latin root meanings, we can infer that an institution is a place that 
has been set up or organized for people, such as a school.  

. 

 

Skill Lesson 

#1: Connotation and Denotation 

• Watch the accompanying VOLT available online at: http://elaessentials.weebly.com/6th-
grade.html 

• Complete the separate Skill Lesson: Connotation and Denotation activity sheet. 
• Complete and submit the online Skill Lesson on Connotation and Denotation which 

includes 3 components: 

§ Watch the Skills Concept Definition video 

§ Skim over the Model  

§ Do the “Your Turn” Activity  
 


